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Welcome to Newport 
 
Bridge Great Britain and the Welsh Bridge Union extend to all a warm 
welcome to the 2022 Lady Milne Trophy.  
 
The Holiday Inn boasts excellent conference facilities, and also has a 
heated indoor pool and a fitness centre. 
 
Open Room: Tintern Suite 
Closed Room: Raglan Suite 
Tournament Director’s office: Monmouth Suite 
 
 
Spectators are welcome to use the bar, where a table has been 
reserved to ensure that space is available. 
 
Full details and results may be found at 

https://camrose-bridge-wales.org.uk/ 
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THE STAFF 
Match Manager (pre-match): Ceri Pierce 
Match Manager (during match): Sophie Cunningham 
Vugraph Manager: Paul Cunningham 
Tournament Directors: Sarah Amos, José Júlio Curado 
BGB Secretary: Sandra Claridge 
 
REFRESHMENTS 
For players and officials, meal timings are as follows:- 
 
Friday: Dinner 5.30 pm (hotel restaurant) 
 
Saturday: Lunch 2.35 pm 
 Dinner 8.00 pm (hotel restaurant) 
 
Sunday: Lunch 2.35 pm 
 Gala dinner 8.30 pm (Tintern Suite)  
 
FORMAT 
The Lady Milne Trophy comprises six teams, the sixth team being fielded, by 
rotation, by the country hosting the event.  In 2022 Wales fields two teams, 
one as Wales the other as WBU. 
 
• Five head-to-head matches of 32 boards, in 16-board stanzas 
• The two teams from Wales play each other in the first match 
• Teams consist of a maximum of 6 players 
• The team printed first in the schedule sits North-South in the Open Room 

and East-West in the Closed Room throughout the match 
• Seating rights alternate between the two teams. In the first stanza the 

Captain of the second-named team nominates first; in the second stanza 
the first-named Captain nominates first.  
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SPECTATORS 
In any one session, three matches are in progress.  As many matches as 
possible will be broadcast via RealBridge.  Spectators may also watch live in 
the Open Room, subject to the regulations set out below.  
It is the duty of the match manager to make spectators aware of their 
responsibilities.  During play in the Open Room they must refrain from 
mannerisms or remarks, and must not converse with a player or display any 
reaction to bidding or play. Spectators are permitted to observe the cards of 
one player only. They should be seated behind that player and may not get 
up to walk round the table, or seek to look at the cards of any other player. 
Spectators may not draw attention to any irregularity or mistake, nor speak 
on any question except by request of the Director. 
Non-playing members of a team are not allowed to watch their team-mates. 
A player is responsible for the actions of any spectator associated with her 
(as distinct from a spectator casually at the table by her presence there). 
The Director in Charge and/or the Match Manager is empowered to control 
the presence of spectators, individually or collectively. 
Closed Room 
Entry to the Closed Room is restricted to: 
• the Tournament Director 
• the Match Manager 
• participants assigned to play in the Closed Room 
• personnel needed to ensure the smooth running of the match 
• hotel staff for the provision of refreshments etc. 
• a maximum of two accredited journalists, who must remain in the 

Closed Room for the duration of the session . 
Smoking & Mobile Phone Regulations 
Smoking is not permitted in the hotel.  Alcohol is not permitted in the playing 
areas.  No player may leave the playing area before completion of play in a 
session in order to consume alcohol. 
Mobile phones and electronic devices capable of communication must be 
switched off in the playing area and be visible at the table at all times. Any 
player leaving the playing table prior to completion of the session must leave 
her mobile phone and electronic devices at the table. Any player, captain, or 
coach breaching these regulations will cause the team to be fined 2VPs.  This 
penalty is automatic. Persistent violation will result in the player’s being 
prohibited from playing and/or the team official’s being barred from the 
playing area.  The Director in Charge may, at her discretion, prohibit a player 
from bringing other equipment into the playing area.   
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Draw 
Team A: Scotland 
Team B: Northern Ireland 
Team C: Wales 
Team D:  England 
Team E: WBU 
Team F: Republic of Ireland 

  

 

Schedule 

Friday  
17.30  Dinner
19.00 – 21.10  D v F  C v E  B v A  
21.25 – 23.25  D v F  C v E  B v A  
Saturday  
10.00 – 12.10  A v C  B v D  F v E 
12.25 – 14.35  A v C  B v D  F v E 
Lunch  
15.20 – 17.30  E v A F v B C v D 
17.45 – 19.55  E v A F v B C v D 
20.00  Dinner 
Sunday  
10.00 – 12.10  B v C  A v F E v D 
12.25 – 14.35  B v C  A v F E v D 
Lunch  
15.20 – 17.30  F v C  E v B  D v A  
17.45 – 19.55  F v C E v B D v A 
20.30  Dinner
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VP SCALE (32 BOARDS) 

IMPs  VPs  IMPs VPs  IMPs  VPs 
0 10.00 - 10.00  29 15.10 - 4.90  58 18.21 - 1.79 
1 10.22 - 9.78  30 15.24 - 4.76  59 18.29 - 1.71 
2 10.44 - 9.56  31 15.37 - 4.63  60 18.37 - 1.63 
3 10.65 - 9.35  32 15.50 - 4.50  61 18.45 - 1.55 
4 10.86 - 9.14  33 15.63 - 4.37  62 18.53 - 1.47 
5 11.07 - 8.93  34 15.76 - 4.24  63 18.61 - 1.39 
6 11.27 - 8.73  35 15.88 - 4.12  64 18.69 - 1.31 
7 11.47 - 8.53  36 16.00 - 4.00  65 18.76 - 1.24 
8 11.67 - 8.33  37 16.12 - 3.88  66 18.83 - 1.17 
9 11.86 - 8.14  38 16.24 - 3.76  67 18.90 - 1.10 
10 12.05 - 7.95  39 16.35 - 3.65  68 18.97 - 1.03 
11 12.24 - 7.76  40 16.46 - 3.54  69 19.04 - 0.96 
12 12.42 - 7.58  41 16.57 - 3.43  70 19.11 - 0.89 
13 12.60 - 7.40  42 16.68 - 3.32  71 19.18 - 0.82 
14 12.78 - 7.22  43 16.79 - 3.21  72 19.25 - 0.75 
15 12.95 - 7.05  44 16.90 - 3.10  73 19.32 - 0.68 
16 13.12 - 6.88  45 17.01 - 2.99  74 19.38 - 0.62 
17 13.29 - 6.71  46 17.11 - 2.89  75 19.44 - 0.56 
18 13.46 - 6.54  47 17.21 - 2.79  76 19.50 - 0.50 
19 13.62 - 6.38  48 17.31 - 2.69  77 19.56 - 0.44 
20 13.78 - 6.22  49 17.41 - 2.59  78 19.62 - 0.38 
21 13.94 - 6.06  50 17.51 - 2.49  79 19.68 - 0.32 
22 14.09 - 5.91  51 17.60 - 2.40  80 19.74 - 0.26 
23 14.24 - 5.76  52 17.69 - 2.31  81 19.80 - 0.20 
24 14.39 - 5.61  53 17.78 - 2.22  82 19.85 - 0.15 
25 14.54 - 5.46  54 17.87 - 2.13  83 19.90 - 0.10 
26 14.68 - 5.32  55 17.96 - 2.04  84 19.95 - 0.05 
27 14.82 - 5.18  56 18.05 - 1.95    
28 14.96 - 5.04  57 18.13 - 1.87    

IMP SCALE 
+/- IMPs +/- IMPs +/- IMPs +/- IMPs 

0 - 10 0       
20 - 40 1 270 - 310 7 750 - 890 13 2000 - 2240 19 
50 - 80 2 320 - 360 8 900 - 1090 14 2250 - 2490 20 
90 - 120 3 370 - 420 9 1100 - 1290 15 2500 - 2990 21 

130 - 160 4 430 - 490 10 1300 - 1490 16 3000 - 3490 22 
170 - 210 5 500 - 590 11 1500 - 1740 17 3500 - 3990 23 
220 - 260 6 600 - 740 12 1750 - 1990 18 4000+ 24 
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The TEAMS 
 

 

Liz McGowan & Fiona McQuaker 
Abi Milne & Sheila Adamson 
Sam Punch & Anne Symons 

NPC Gints Freimanis 

 

Sandie Millership & Mary Kelly-Rogers 
Norma Irwin & Kathleen Cassidy 
Heather Hill & Clare Watson 

NPC Alan Hill 

 

Ceri Pierce & Mia Deschepper 
Gilly Clench & Maggie Pierce 
Joan Marray & Andrea Knox 

NPC Julian Pottage 

 

Catherine Curtis & Lizzie Godfrey 
Sally Brock & Gilly Cardiff 
Helen Erichsen & Fiona Brown 

NPC David Burn 

 

Jennifer Wardell & Mrunalini Dewani 
Sheila Shea & Margaret Barnes 
Margaret Lane & Lee Collier 

NPC Paul Denning

 

Lucy Phelan & Dolores Gilliland 
Valarie Burke-Moran & Ann O’Connell 
Sandra Newell & Carol-Ann Cummins 

NPC Diarmuid Reddan
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Scotland 
Liz McGowan 
Liz McGowan is Scotland's only World and European Grand Master, 
thanks to a purple patch when she was fortunate to play for Great 
Britain before the home nations were granted separate status. She 
won two European Women's Championships with Heather Dhondy; 
the inaugural World Transnational Teams playing with some great Icelanders 
they picked up in the bar; and two silver medals at World Team Olympiads 
playing with Sandra Penfold. She has played in a record 36 Lady Milnes, 
winning 10 of them, also seven Camrose series and six Teltscher Trophies. 
She is a bridge teacher and journalist, heavily involved with bridge 
administration in Scotland; she is currently the SBU representative on BGB.  
Fiona McQuaker 
Fiona has played for Scotland on many occasions:  this her 20th Lady 
Milne, seven European Championships, one online qualifying event, 
and four Olympiads/World Games. She reached the semi-final of the 
World Games in Wroclaw in 2016 and the Venice Cup in Wuhan in 
2019. She returned to face to face bridge at the SBU Peebles Congress in 
March, shortly followed by the Venice Cup in Salsomaggiore.  Fiona is a 
chartered accountant in Edinburgh. She enjoys travelling, theatre-going and 
walking and has also taken up fantasy football.  “Thank you Wales for 
welcoming us back to face-to-face Lady Milne matches. I look forward to 
renewing our friendships and rivalries during the weekend’s play, and 
afterwards at the Gala dinner”, she says. 
Abi Milne 
Abi is a recent addition to the Ladies' scene, having left the ranks of 
the Juniors in 2018 in an attempt to 'usurp' the more esteemed 
members of the Scotland Ladies ranks. As it happened, she managed 
to do so at the first attempt with her current partner Sheila, and had 
the fortune to be part of the winning Lady Milne team on her debut. At that 
time she was still playing under her maiden name, so she's well prepared for 
all the 'Not-so-lady' Milne jokes which will arise on this second outing. Abi is a 
systems analyst by day, keen writer by night and attempted bridge player in 
the space between. How well 'attempted' can be judged by how the team 
fares over the course of the weekend.  
Sheila Adamson 
Sheila has been a frequent member of the Scottish Women’s Team 
since 2004, originally playing with Anne Symons and more recently 
Abi Milne. In that time she has won five Lady Milnes. She has also 
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played in European Championships and World Bridge Games. Sheila’s job 
involves quality assurance in transnational education, which means working 
with very nice people and attending a lot of committees. She used to spend a 
lot of time in airports; now she spends a lot of time on Microsoft Teams.  
Sam Punch 
Sam has played in the Scottish women’s team since 2008, winning 
the Lady Milne five times (plus one tied win). Playing with Paula Leslie 
she narrowly lost the semi-final at the 2016 World Games. This is 
Sam’s second Lady Milne with Anne. Sam is Professor of Sociology at 
Stirling, where she’s researching the Sociology of Bridge. Bridge: A MindSport 
for All (BAMSA) now has seven academic papers published (see the research 
section of the BAMSA website: bridgemindsport.org). Her book, Bridge at the 
Top: Behind the Screens, based on interviews with top UK and US players, 
recently won the IBPA Book of the Year award. You can follow BAMSA on 
Twitter @bridgemindsport.  
Anne Symons 
Anne has been a regular member of the team since 2010, playing in 
Europeans, Olympiads and Lady Milnes. With Helen Kane she 
narrowly lost to France in the semi-final at the 2016 World Games in 
Poland. Anne recently retired from her job as a pharmacist and hopes 
to spend more time on bridge. She has been involved with Junior training 
and has been NPC for the Peggy Bayer and Junior Camrose teams, and at the 
other end of the age spectrum, for the Seniors and Camrose. In some 
respects, it's hard to tell the difference. This is her second LM outing with 
Sam.  
NPC Gints Freimanis 
At 28, Gints is probably among the younger NPCs in Home 
International history, but captained Scotland in the 2021 European 
Women’s Teams with enough success to garner an invitation to the 
2022 Venice Cup.  He played internationally at youngster/junior level 
for his home country of Latvia before debuting for Scotland in the 2016 
Junior Camrose. He is due to make his first non-junior appearance in the 
2022 European Mixed Teams.  Gints is known for his ability to find 
spectacular lines of play which leave him the only one in the field to go down 
in a cold contract.  Gints studied Finance/Statistics at Glasgow and currently 
works as an account reconciler in Edinburgh. In his free time he enjoys 
cycling, though rarely because of a very limited amount of appropriate 
weather and some Hotel Chocolat products (unfortunately no sponsorship 
from the brand).  
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Northern Ireland 
Sandie Millership 
Sandie is a retired pharmacist living in Bangor [not the one in Wales. 
Ed.] with husband, Jeff, and Miniature Schnauzer, Pepper.  Mary is 
Sandie’s 4th partner in the Lady Milne (not sure if that is good or bad 
).  Sandie has been involved in Junior bridge for more years than 
she cares to remember.  She loves watching the youngsters’ enthusiasm for 
the game but also gives thanks for permanent hair colours which disguise the 
grey hair watching them produces.  She has captained the Junior Camrose 
and Peggy Bayer teams many times and also captained the Lady Milne team 
and played in the inaugural Senior Camrose. 
Mary Kelly-Rogers 
Mary was a Computer Analyst/Programmer in the exciting software 
development years of the 1970s and 1980s … and then she took up 
bridge.  Since then she has been a volunteer for the game, quickly 
finding herself helping an enthusiast write one of Ireland’s first 
scoring programs. In the late 1980s and ‘90s she promoted her Club and 
Region congresses, as well as working with Chief Executive Paul Porteous 
when the CBAI rejoined the Home Internationals. This century Mary was a 
member of the working team for the inaugural Warren Buffett, inaugural 
Seniors Congress and Millennium Congress.  It was as IBU President at the 
time of the 2012 Europeans that she and Sandie bonded.  As a member of 
the EBL Women’s Committee Mary schedules practice matches, organises the 
Women’s Series and edits the Women’s Newsletter.  Not one to miss a PR 
opportunity, Mary reminds us that the EBL Women’s and Senior Pairs take 
place in Madeira in June, just before the main Championships.  
Norma Irwin 
Norma retired from her post as a Mathematics teacher several years 
ago and promptly started to teach bridge, first to adults but more 
recently also in primary schools.  Lockdown brought an end to those 
lessons but she hopes to be able to restart soon. This will be her first 
Lady Milne playing with Kathleen and her 13th overall.  She is looking forward 
to the challenge of the competition and to renewing friendships at the table. 
Kathleen Cassidy 
Kathleen is originally from Achill Island, County Mayo but has lived 
most of her adult life in Belfast.  She retired from teaching Irish in a 
large co-ed Grammar School in Belfast. This will be her first time 
playing in the Lady Milne. She regrets that she was a latecomer to 
bridge; now it has become a bit of an addiction.  Apart from bridge she 
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enjoys sudoku, scrabble, playing golf, cooking, music and spending time with 
family (she has 5 children and 10 grandchildren). She always enjoys the 
opportunity to get back to Achill and its beautiful scenery. 
Heather Hill 
Heather is a retired Mathematics teacher who still works for her local 
exam board both as reviser and team leader for A-level Maths. Her 
other interests include travel - to Boise Idaho and Newcastle upon 
Tyne to spend time with grandchildren, cruising, and city breaks in 
Europe. She also enjoys walking, yoga and doing cryptic crosswords. She has 
played Lady Milne a number of times - this the seventh time with Clare. She 
has been particularly busy this year since she is Chairman of the NIBU. 
Married to the NPC she has to behave or she might be dropped.  
Clare Watson 
Clare is happily retired from a career in Education. She has played in 
the Northern Ireland Lady Milne team many times. Together with her 
present partner Heather she has enjoyed playing in recent years. 
Clare enjoys reading and keeping fit. She is looking forward to getting back 
to face to face bridge. 
NPC Alan Hill 
Alan, a retired University Lecturer, has been NPC of the Lady Milne 
team several times in the last few years. His association with Home 
Internationals goes back many years, however, to the days of Referees, 
and he has much experience over the years as a TD (gaining a grade B at the 
EBL TD course in Antalya). He was Joint Hon. Secretary of the IBU for several 
years and has been President of both the NIBU and the IBU. He enjoys 
reading – mostly thrillers – gardening and watching cricket and rugby. A 
recent convert to Wordle he also enjoys Killer Sudoku.  
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Wales 
Ceri Pierce 
Ceri started playing bridge in the 1990s and played with Ann Hirst in 
several Lady Milnes before having three children (not in one go). She 
returned to bridge several years ago and has played Lady Milne both 
with Liz Atkinson and with her wicked stepmother, Maggie Pierce; she has 
now formed a regular partnership with Mia Deschepper.  Ceri lives in a pretty 
Somerset village near Cheddar.  When she is not playing bridge, she likes 
going out for a curry and/or having a nice glass of wine.  
Mia Deschepper 
Mia started playing bridge six years ago and was quickly totally 
hooked. She became an international player from her living room, 
playing in the last two online Lady Milnes. Unfortunately, her third 
attempt is not getting her out of the country either. Even 
representing Wales in the European Mixed Teams was done online 
from Cardiff. Away from the bridge table, Mia loves hill walking, reading, 
concerts of all sorts, cinema and travelling.  
Gilly Clench 
Gilly has played in the Lady Milne 19 times with 10 different partners, 
but only really remembers being in the winning team playing with 
Maggie in 2015 - she has a very selective memory.  Gone are the 
days of opera singing, melon jokes and trying to improve her bridge; 
she now settles for making mistakes most of the time, swotting up on 
Landlord law and using her free bus pass.  She is a keen rambler, frequently 
cracks ribs skiing or pursuing other dangerous sports with her daughter Mel, 
and attends workshops of all sorts. 
Maggie Pierce 
Maggie has played with several partners over many years – with two 
previous successes (1988 with Jill Casey - now Reitz - and 2015 with 
Gilly).  She has also played a couple of Camrose matches with Jill in 
the distant past.  She took early retirement many years ago (from IT 
support in Education) in order to concentrate on the important things 
in life. Playing golf, badly; cooking for and entertaining old bridge players, 
her kitchen is regarded as a watering hole but they don’t drink water; 
travelling.  In the last few years, with the arrival of David she became a West 
Ham supporter.  Maggie is also the founder member of the Beulah Road 
Crossword Team.  
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Joan Marray 
Joan started playing when the youngest of her three sons started 
school and a friend asked if they could take bridge lessons together. 
The friend lasted two weeks but Joan knew from Lesson One that it 
was going to be a major part of her life.   She played mainly in 
Merseyside, and twice a month at Jean and Peter Hand's Shotton club. Jean 
introduced Joan to Jill Knight, with whom she went on to play Lady Milne 
(they still play in Menai Bridge when Joan can get to Anglesey).  Joan also 
plays a little with Jean Hand - usually in the inter-Area championship.  She 
enjoys travelling and has been several times to China where her son lives.  
Joan also enjoys cooking and has become quite proficient at making jams 
and chutneys in her various workplaces.  
Andrea Knox 
Andrea is a solicitor and Licensed Insolvency Practitioner who runs a 
niche commercial law firm and plays bridge ‘to relax’.  She has played 
two previous Lady Milnes with Sarah Amos, who is directing this one.  
Andrea escaped London many years ago and moved to the Great 
Orme in Llandudno where she rebuilt a derelict farmhouse 
overlooking the Irish Sea and the Snowdonia mountain range.  She lives 
there with her partner Martin Garvey (whom she met through bridge) and 
their collie Rex and naughty puppy Blarney; they regularly host their 
extensive families.  In her limited spare time, she competes with Martin at 
bridge and against him on their home pool table, at golf, Wordle, scrabble, 
table tennis and everything else.  They share a mutual appreciation of 
Guinness and AFC Wimbledon, where they are sponsors.  
NPC Julian Pottage 
Julian started playing bridge about the time we changed from old 
money. As a playing captain his proudest moment is winning the 
Cambridge v Oxford varsity match.  A few years back he captained 
the Wales Junior Camrose team and claims not to remember the 
result; he more clearly remembers captaining the Camrose team in 
Dublin because one of the team members fell ill on the Saturday night (not 
alcohol related) which meant a call from the hotel reception in the middle of 
the night and later rousting the pair who thought they were having Sunday 
morning lie-in. After giving up pensions and financial compliance work 10 
years ago, Julian has concentrated on writing about bridge and dog breeding. 
He lives in Porthcawl with his non-bridge-playing wife and their three 
youngest children.  
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England 
Catherine Curtis 
Catherine Curtis grew up in Kent.  She qualified as a chartered 
accountant and works as such sporadically. At other times she helps 
out with the family business, a boarding kennels and cattery. She 
lives in Cambridgeshire with her three dogs, two children and husband (who 
doubles as a bridge partner). She regularly represents the Cambridgeshire 
Tollemache team and played in the EBU Camrose team in January 2014.  
This is her third Lady Milne. 
Lizzie Godfrey 
Lizzie lives in London but spends a lot of time in the South of France 
with her newly-acquired French husband. This is her 5th Lady Milne, 
never twice with the same partner (no one ever puts up with her for 
long).  She loves dancing and hill walking and doing up old ruins. 
Sally Brock 
Sally won her first Lady Milne in 1976, and since then has played in 
13 more, under three different names, and won six world 
championships.  Sally was inducted into the European Hall of Fame in 
2019.  She now lives in London with two of her grown-up children, 
and makes her living playing, teaching and writing about bridge.  [While 
looking up Sally’s LM record, the Brochure Editor made the interesting 
discovery that 50% of the 1976 England team was called Sally.] 
Gilly Cardiff 
Gilly grew up in Berkshire but has lived in London for most of her life.   
As a young girl she travelled extensively before settling down and 
becoming an art dealer and renowned portrait artist (Margaret 
Thatcher at no.10 was one of her many high profile subjects).   As 
soon as she started learning bridge she was bitten by the bug to such an 
extent that she ended up marrying her bridge teacher.  The highlight of 
Gilly's bridge life so far is qualifying for and playing in the victorious England 
team in the 2019 Lady Milne.  
Helen Erichsen 
Helen didn’t start playing bridge until she was in her thirties, which 
makes it difficult to progress beyond a certain point. She makes up 
for this with good system and great partners. She has had success 
playing with her husband Espen:  they won the European Mixed 
Teams in 2005, were 4th in the same event in 2013, and won the Norwegian 
Mixed Teams in 2020. Helen has been playing with Fiona Brown for seven 
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years, and this is their fifth Lady Milne together.  Helen says she is a better 
bridge teacher than player, and feels very strongly about giving something 
back and encouraging new blood into the game.  When not involved in bridge 
she writes dark psychological thrillers and gardens obsessively. It’s a good 
life.  
Fiona Brown 
Fiona was born in Darwin, Australia and started playing when she 
was 10 years old.  She has been a fixture in the England women's 
team since 2010 and was part of the team that won bronze in the 
Venice Cup in Salsomaggiore earlier this month. Fiona works in IT for 
Bettys and Taylors of Harrogate (or Yorkshire Tea, as they are better known).  
She lives in South Milford with her partner Paul and much-adored cat Calcifer. 
NPC David Burn 
David was born in Bulawayo, in what was then Rhodesia, and moved 
to London in his early teens. After taking early retirement from his IT 
career he became a fixture in both the national and sponsored teams 
of the 2000s, playing in seven Camrose matches, one European 
Championships and one World Olympiad; and coached Britain to silver 
in the Bermuda Bowl (1987) and victory in the European championships 
(1991).  He has coached the highly successful England Women's team over 
recent years, picking up numerous medals including gold in the 2016 
European Championships and silver in the 2013 and 2017 Venice Cups. He is 
a popular bridge journalist, writing his own columns and ghost writing for 
more famous people. His other interests include reading, classical music, 
going to the theatre, and enjoying beer and curry. He lives in London with his 
wife, Frances, and a cat called Christopher Marlowe.  
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WBU 
Jennifer Wardell 
This is Jennifer’s second appearance in the Lady Milne.  After living in 
Carmarthen for nearly 50 years she has recently moved to the Cardiff 
area to be near her family and she is enjoying very much the time 
spent with her new granddaughter.  Jennifer is playing with a new partner, 
Nalini Dewani. 
Mrunalini Dewani 
Nalini (as she is known) moved to Cardiff 7 years ago to be near her 
grandchildren, with whom she enjoys spending time.  She became an 
enthusiastic member of the Cardiff Bridge Club with notable success, 
winning the 2019 WBU Club Teams of Eight, and representing East 
Wales in the Spickett Bowl women’s inter-area championship. 
Margaret Lane 
This is Margaret's 8th Lady Milne appearance; she has played in every 
country except Ireland.  A native Eastender, Margaret migrated to 
Wales in 1988 with her rugby-mad husband who was returning to his 
roots.  She decided to give up the commute between Swansea and 
the Office for National Statistics in Newport over 15 years ago and took early 
retirement   During lockdown she learnt 2/1, Strong NT and 5-card majors, 
giving her long-suffering partner several headaches since their partnership 
was born four days before the 2021 Lady Milne trial. This will be the first time 
that she and Lee will face each other across the table, albeit behind screens.  
When not wondering what she got wrong this time she enjoys opera (but is 
excused Wagner) and hopes to win the battle against the weeds in the 
garden.  
Lee Collier 
This is Lee’s third appearance in the Lady Milne and the second time 
with her partner Margaret.  Both originally from Essex, they often 
laugh about dancing around their handbags. After owning hotels for 
several years, Lee retired three years ago, and feels very lucky to 
have sold the hotel before Covid hit the industry, leaving them with one hotel 
which they lease. 
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Sheila Shea 
This is Sheila’s 7th appearance in the Lady Milne but her first with 
Margaret Barnes.  Sheila is now 75 and – according to her - well past 
her sell- by date, but she is still as enthusiastic as ever. She has 
taught bridge to many players in North Wales but has failed to drum up a 
flicker of interest in any of her seven grandchildren. They still maintain that 
bridge, unlike football or tennis, is seriously uncool. 
Margaret Barnes 
Margaret last played in the Lady Milne about 40 yrs ago; needless to 
say after a break of 30 years she didn’t think it would happen again. 
Her hobbies are hill walking with her dog and looking after her 
chickens, who look on enviously while she is digging in the garden.  
 
NPC Paul Denning 
Since his debut in 1978 at the tender age of 22 years old Paul has 
played numerous Camrose weekends and European Championships. 
This year he may have produced a first in being a player in the first 
Camrose weekend, an NPC in the second Camrose weekend and now an NPC 
in the Lady Milne. He’s looking forward to catching up with some old friends 
over the weekend. 
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Republic of Ireland 
Lucy Phelan 
Lucy is making her fourth appearance in the Lady Milne this year, 
although she has the distinction of being one of the few Irish ladies 
who have also played in the Camrose (2013) and is a seasoned 
campaigner at home and abroad representing Ireland in Budapest & Wroclaw 
in 2016.  Lucy has won many Irish national titles, including Ladies Pairs & 
Teams and the Mixed teams to mention just a few. She has also recently 
become a Grand Master and carried her husband John to achieve this status 
too. Lucy loves everything equestrian. 
Dolores Gilliland 
Dolores is making her third appearance in the Lady Milne.  She 
started to play bridge in Pretoria, South Africa in 1997 and has been 
hooked ever since. While living in South Africa she had the privilege 
of meeting Nelson Mandela. She is an intensive care nurse and 
resuscitation instructor with three adult children and likes to travel. Her 
hobbies are competitive running and sea swimming. 
Valarie Burke-Moran 
Valarie is a career wife and mother to three boys, Tony, Kenneth and 
Bobby. She had intended to be a neuro-surgeon but meeting her 
husband, Tony, on a blind date at her Debs’ Ball changed all that. 
She would have loved to have been involved in the French Resistance during 
the Second World War, had she been around, but besides that life revolves 
around chocolate and her family. 

Ann O’Connell 

Ann really began playing bridge in 1993, when for family reasons she 
found myself living in Canberra, Australia. To travel with her family 
she took a career break from teaching Maths and Chemistry, and so 
to help her settle in the new country she played bridge night, noon 
and morning.  She finally retired three years ago from teaching, and on 
account of this and Covid restrictions, bridge has once more become a life-
saving activity for her.  She also loves hill walking, and four years ago 
climbed Snowdon here in Wales. She is delighted to find herself here once 
more but this time with partner Valarie and team-mates for the Lady Milne 
cup  
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Sandra Newell 
Sandra works in Third-Level Education and her favourite part of job is 
the eco-warrior part – organizing Sustainability/Energy-Saving 
campaigns on campus.  Bridge highlights were qualifying for the A-
Final in the Budapest European Women’s Pairs, and the Bankers’ Congress 
Novice Pairs – that first trophy.  She loves hill walking and is proud to be the 
founding member of Bray Bridge Walking Club:  they were hiking all of 
Wicklow during Covid.  She is looking forward to face-to-face bridge in the 
Lady Milne – back on tour. 

Carol-Ann Cummins 

Carol-Ann is mother to four children: Gordon, Stephanie, Nicola and 
Andrew; and grandmother to five:  Maggie, Finn, Annie, Tadhg and 
Caoimhe.  They keep her very busy. She started playing bridge in 
1983 and went international some years later. She has just reached 
Grandmaster status and won the prestigious Moylan Cup which is recognised 
as our leading pairs event. Carol-Ann has represented Ireland on numerous 
occasions and has won many national titles.  
NPC Diarmuid Reddan 
Diarmuid works as an insurance broker in his real job. He has 
represented Ireland in the Camrose in the past and was NPC to the 
CBAI team in the Camrose series in 2018 and to the CBAI Lady Milne 
team in 2019. When he is not playing bridge, he is usually directing 
at some competition or other around the country. Diarmuid is looking forward 
to the weekend and is delighted to be working with such a nice mix of 
players. 
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